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INTRODUCTION 
 
NYCC is one of England’s largest LAs, serving 600,000 residents. It is stunningly beautiful, but our 
predominantly rural setting presents additional challenges when delivering effective services to 
remote communities, including some 380 schools. 
 
The HR advisory model used to deliver services to maintained schools was unsuited to the 
competitive, commercial and efficiency driven environment of emerging Academies. So we’ve 
reinvented our offering and our team to thrive in this new marketplace.  
 
 
THE CHALLENGE 
 
Proactive positioning 
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Our team was already recognised as professional, accessible and responsive. But we had a captive 
audience, delivering services in maintained settings. Whilst valued, this did not require a competitive 
approach.  
 
The Academies Act shifted the educational landscape. Schools had more freedom choosing 
partners offering the best value for money. We re-positioned our services as a traded offering, 
providing ‘core’ SLA support, with additional commissioned services, operating beyond our 
traditional North Yorkshire boundaries, exploiting fewer constraints on our ability to trade. 
 

 
Determined competitors saw opportunities to target NYCC schools with aggressive marketing 
strategies. Despite this, we still have a retention rate of 99% for Locally Maintained Schools, whilst 
some neighbouring authorities no longer offer HR provision to schools having been replaced with 
private sector solutions. 
 
Maintained schools remain loyal, even whilst introducing a scale of charges for services that were 
previously taken for granted. But we have also become extraordinarily successful in securing new 
business from independent, Multi-Academy Trusts, Early Years and standalone Academies, 
resulting in a thriving traded service with a trusted and valued brand identity. To continue our 
expansion, we’ve invested over £200,000 in key team appointments. Maintained schools are still 
key, so we adapt to provide the same high standards to all our clients. Result - they become our 
strongest advocates to prospective new settings. 
 
Direction of travel 
 
This project aligns directly with organisational vision/strategic priorities, whilst embracing the 
government’s position on academisation: 
 

• “Ensuring that education is our greatest liberator, with a greater proportion of pupils 
attending a good or outstanding school”.  A priority in NYCC’s ‘Young and Yorkshire’ 
plan, improving outcomes for children. North Yorkshire has double the national rate of 
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improvement for schools being good or outstanding.  Having the right talent, in the right 
structures, our team plays a significant part in this success.  
 

• 2020 North Yorkshire - our ambitious change management programme which seeks “to 
realign the council fundamentally in the face of a future of significantly reduced 
funding levels”. Realising a more commercial mindset is required, flexible and agile to 
respond to changing markets, we were pioneering as the first NYCC team to work with 
schools outside North Yorkshire. HR are demonstrating how a previously funded service can 
become a viable business. We are supporting partner services such as Legal to replicate our 
commercial success.  

 
 
THE SOLUTION 

 
We assign named advisers providing appropriate levels of support, satisfying different levels of 
need. Schools report a strong sense of trust and confidence through developing established 
relationships. 
 
Additional advisers are engaged on a freelance basis to smooth the peaks, ensuring no client is 
frustrated by us being unable to respond. 
 
The team participates in ground-breaking enterprises, trialing modern promotional approaches that 
exploit e-marketing and social media to engage with our customers. 
 
Unique selling points 
 

• ‘Bespoke HR’ Service – Responsive/proactive, independent, experienced HR professionals 
taking the lead on tailored/complex/demanding HR issues. 
 

• ‘Intensive Intervention Packages’ – Where concentrated support is necessary, in-school, 
using intelligent data sharing and training interventions to overcome urgent/serious HR 
matters. 
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• ‘Live Chat’ - An easy and innovative way for customers to engage with our team and receive 
an immediate response. 
 

• Ofsted preparation – We will audit a schools’ Single Central Record, advise on Ofsted 
readiness, and identify areas of concern. Hugely popular with increasing take-up. 
 

• HR Policies/procedures – shared templates already consulted on with unions. We also 
produce tailored academy versions. 
 

• Access to partner services: 
o Health & Wellbeing (occupational health advisory services) 
o Employee Support Services (payroll, and HR admin/systems) 
o Training & Learning 
o Workforce Development 
o Resourcing Solutions (recruitment, assessment and career transition) 
o Legal services 

 
Our commercial model is fast becoming the benchmark for the Local Authority sector, and has been 
key in supporting income generation for our internal partner services. The service is also attracting 
recognition both internally (Innovation Awards) and externally (Personnel Today Awards).  
 
Challenges along the way, and how we addressed them 
 
Schools realised they had a choice, with no shortage of suitors: 
 

• We provide dedicated named contacts 
 

• We respond quickly, reliably and professionally  
 

• Access to CPD training events can be offered  
 

• We are growing the reputation of our team/service 
 

• We offer bespoke packages for clients leading to outstanding retention 
 
Budgets under intense pressure – team must be fully self-sufficient 
 

• Provision of a transparent pricing policy - it is evident what is in the SLA, and what is extra  
 

• We use our income generation to justify investment in the team 
 
Need to modernise and respond to new ways of working: 
 

• Investment in mobile technology allowing the field based team to work flexibly and efficiently 
 

• The pilot team for our ‘Modern Council’ initiative 
 

• Provide individual and team training in commercial awareness and delivering client 
satisfaction 

 
Respond to growing demand and a more astute client base: 
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• Engagement of consultant HR professionals, along with permanent additions, based on 
projected growth – funded by the service  
 

• Improved intelligence to respond to existing client intentions and embrace new opportunities 
 

• Commissioned investigations has been a substantial area of growth 
 
 
BENEFITS TO THE ORGANISATION 
 
Tangible evidence 
 

• Retaining existing customers generates over £590,000p.a. 
 

• In the last year, secured over £200,000 of contracts from new clients – taking total turnover 
to above £1,000,000 p.a. 
 

• Over last 5 years, turnover has increased by over 100% 
 

• This financial year we will deliver over £110k in profit back into the LA 
 

• Commissioned work brought in over £100,000 this year 
 

• The team grows with the client base, providing career opportunity/development  
 

• Continuously sharing our best practice approach to commercialism to partner services  
 

• Establishing LAs credibility as a service provider, working with other traded services to 
support them in securing SLA’s with our satisfied clients 
 

• Forming a partnership with City of York Council to deliver HR to over 40 new schools, 
generating a further £150,000 this financial year 
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Compliments and commendations 
 
“Tailored to meet specific needs of academies” - Harrogate High 
 
“Outstanding service” - Outwood Grange Academy 
 
“Exceptional, you’re fabulous” - Graham School 
 
“Excellent in regards to the conversion work” - Brotherton & Byram Primary Academy 
 
“Really understood our childcare environment” - Funcare Ltd 
 
“Integrity and compassion” - Sutton in Craven Primary 
 
“Always able to help whenever I have needed support/advice” - Settrington Church of England 
Primary 
 
“Thanks for all the hard work and support for the school recently it is greatly appreciated” Barlby 
High School 
 
What was an uncertain future of the migration of maintained schools to academies, we now face 
with confidence and optimism. We have demonstrated that the reinvention of our offering can 
compete as a viable enterprise, and that our professional services are valued by clients who have 
no shortage of competitors for the business. 
 
Finally…… 
We are very proud of our team’s achievements, and our reputation is growing. Having PPMA’s 
endorsement of this progress would be fantastic. Thank you for considering our award entry. 
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